PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MEETING
City Council Chambers
3600 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Wednesday, August 3, 2022
7:00 p.m.
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call/Declaration of a Quorum: Buckingham, Burchert, Chubirka, Duvall, Gercken, L. Morrison,
S. Morrison, Sheehan, Sipple
Approval of Minutes: July 5, 2022 Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting
Pending Business: NONE
New Business – (New Public Hearings):
1. Public Hearing for a Special Use pursuant to Section 122-331 of Chapter 122 “Zoning” of the
City of Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances, to authorize a Special Use for a Pet Day Care
and other relief necessary to accommodate the use, 2639 Kirchoff Road, Mark Leers,
Meadows Dog House, petitioner
2. Public Hearing for a Special Use pursuant to Section 122-331 of Chapter 122 “Zoning” of the
City of Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances, to authorize a Special Use for outdoor storage
and other relief necessary for accommodate the outdoor storage at 1675 Hicks Road, Nick
Luisi, Sunset Pools and Spas, LLC, petition
Discussion Items:
1. Workshop discussion on voting procedures and PZC recommendations
2. Election of new chairman
Reports: Update of on-going projects, cases, and issues.
Next Meeting: Tuesday, September 6, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Motion to Adjourn

City of Rolling Meadows
Planning and Zoning Commission Minutes
3600 Kirchoff Road
Tuesday, July 5, 2022
Members Present:
Presiding: Chairman Doug Duvall
Commissioner Milton Buckingham
Commissioner Dave Burchert
Commissioner Paul Chubirka
Commissioner Glenn Gercken
Commissioner Liza Morrison
Commissioner Kelly Sheehan
Commissioner Kevin Sipple
Members Absent:
Commissioner Suzanne Morrison
Also Present:
JoEllen Charlton, Public Works Assistant Director
Elizabeth Kwandras, Interim Superintendent Community Development
Cindy Browder, Secretary
Call to Order
Chairman Duvall called the meeting to order at 7:00PM and declared a quorum.
Chairman Duvall welcomed Commissioner Burchert to the group
Approval of Minutes from June 7, 2022 Meeting
Chairman Duvall asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the June 7, 2022 Planning and Zoning
Commission meeting. A motion was made by Commissioner Gercken and seconded by Commissioner
Buckingham and with no additional discussion the minutes were unanimously accepted as written.
Upcoming Public Hearings: YES
Pending Business: NONE
New Business – (New Public Hearings)
1.

Public Hearing for a Special Use pursuant to Section 122-331 of Chapter 122 “Zoning” of the City of
Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances, to authorize a Special Use for a Pet Day Care and relief
necessary to accommodate the use, 2639 Kirchoff Road, Mark Leers, Meadows Dog House, petitioner.
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Chairman Duvall asked if the file was in order and proper notice was given. Ms. Kwandras stated that proper
notice was not given. The petitioner did not meet the timeline for mailing out the required notices. As such,
this will be republished and brought back for new business item in the future.
2. Public Hearing for a Text Amendment to Section 122-331 of Chapter 122 “Zoning” of the City of Rolling
Meadows Zoning Code of Ordinances, to add and regulate Medical and Dental Clinics as a Special Use
in M-1 Zoning Districts, City of Rolling Meadows, Petitioner
Chairman Duvall asked if the file was in order and proper notice was given. Ms. Kwandras stated that proper
notice was given and the file was in order.
Motion to Open Public Hearing
Chairman Duvall asked for a motion to open the public hearing. A motion was made by Commissioner
Buckingham and seconded by Commissioner Gercken. Motion to open public hearing approved by
unanimous voice vote.
Chairman Duvall swore in Ms. Kwandras as representative of the City.
Ms. Kwandras stated that the City would like to petition to add Medical and Dental Clinics as a Special Use in
M-1 Zoning Districts. The City adopted a new Zoning Code into effect on January 1, 2021. Throughout the
course of creating that Zoning Code, staff along with the consultants Tusk Associates, examined the old Zoning
Code as to what worked and what did not in order to determine what staff would like to see included for this
code to work well with future projects. It was concluded that Medical and Dental clinics in a manufacturing
district is not good use due to the fact that many buildings built for manufacturing, both in M-1 and M-2, have
very limited parking on site. Medical and Dental clinics tend to be more high traffic thus requiring more
parking.
The City recently had a request from a Medical Clinic to move into the Arlington Office Park as shown on Page
1 of staff report currently Zoned M-1, located at the corner of Euclid Avenue and Rohlwing Road. There are a
few office parks in Rolling Meadows that are currently zoned as M-1 such as: Arlington Office Park, Pizza Hut
buildings near Hicks and Euclid, and also the Northwest Business Park just west of Portillo’s. This type of
building tends to have more parking than your typical M-1 use. For example, Northwest Community Hospital
moved into Arlington Office Park prior to the updated Zoning Code and have been operating without
problems or concerns since 2018. This use is significantly easier to deal with in an office park than it would in
a traditional manufacturing building, as a result, staff is requesting to make Medical and Dental Clinics Special
Use within the context of the M-1. Doing so will allow us to take this type of business through the process and
have more involvement in locating them. This also helps to avoid businesses showing up in an industrial area
and requesting to put a Medical Clinic where there is not enough parking on site. Some of these requests
make good sense and some do not. Staff wants the option to allow them to locate where they make sense
while guiding potential users away from where they do not. The Special Use process provides that within the
context of the Zoning Code. That is the request. The findings of fact are available in the staff report.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD:
Chairman Duvall opened the meeting to commissioner’s questions and comments.
Chairman Duvall agreed in principle with the presentation and the fact that Special Use makes sense as
parking has become a conundrum for this group over the last twelve months. If the right Medical practitioner
wanted to locate in a larger industrial building would this Special Use allow them to look at warehouse space
for medical use. Ms. Kwandras responded that this is not limiting to the office parks but to M-1. If a petitioner
wants to open a high-volume Medical Clinic in an M-1 zone and there are five parking spots on site staff would
discourage that. Chairman Duvall confirmed his understanding that any Special Use petitioners would be
handled on a case by case basis. Ms. Kwandras confirmed that staff would qualify the petitioner before
bringing to the Commission.
Commissioner Gercken asked if business hours for a Medical facility would be during normal business hours
or available for 24-hours. Ms. Kwandras responded that this would be walked through within the submittal for
Special Use.
Commission Buckingham asked if there are other businesses appropriate for Special Use for M-1 office parks?
Ms. Kwandras responded that it is preferred to start with a more limited group and make the determinations
as requests are made versus offering it to a broader group and having to decline after the fact. Commissioner
Buckingham asked if there were other requests. Ms. Kwandras responded that there was a request from an
eye doctor to locate in Arlington Office Park.
Chairman Duvall commented that from his personal experience visiting the Northwest Community Hospital
facility at 1941 Rohlwing Road, parking is a non-issue. Ms. Kwandras stated that the Special Use process allows
us to keep a closer eye on this.
Motion to close public hearing:
Chairman Duvall asked for a motion to close the public hearing, motion received by Commissioner L.
Morrison, seconded by Commissioner Gercken.
Motion carried by unanimous vote.
Chairman Duvall asked for a motion to be read to approve, deny, or modify the petition. Motion received by
Commissioner Chubirka.
Based on the submitted petition and testimony presented, I make a motion that the Rolling Meadows
Planning and Zoning Commission adopt the findings for the text amendment listed in the staff report prepared
for the July 5, 2022, Planning and Zoning Commission meeting, and recommend to City Council approval of the
text amendment provided in Exhibit 1 of that staff report.
Seconded by Commissioner Sipple
Chairman Duvall requested roll call:
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Commissioner Buckingham: Yes
Commission Burchert: Yes
Commissioner Chubirka: Yes
Commissioner Gercken: Yes
Commissioner L. Morrison: Yes
Commissioner Sheehan: Yes
Commissioner Sipple: Yes
Chairman Duvall: Yes
8 Yes
0 No
The motion is carried and a recommendation for approval will be forwarded to City Council for 1st reading on
July 26, 2022.
Chairman Duvall asked staff for monthly update. Ms. Kwandras responded with the following:
Welcome to Commissioner Burchert. With his appointment we have 9 out of 9 seats filled on the Planning and
Zoning Commission. Very exciting and looking forward to doing great things with this commission.
1. August meeting which is normally on first Tuesday is delayed by one day to the first Wednesday of
August due to National Night Out. All are encouraged to attend this event. It is a Police event to create
more communication and cohesion between the RMPD and the community. Please advise your
availability for the Planning and Zoning Commission meeting on Wednesday, August 3, 2022.
2. Several petitions are on the docket for the August meeting including:
a. The Meadows Dog House at 2639 Kirchoff Road.
b. Special Use request for 1675 Hicks Road.
c. Potential text amendment.
d. Other possible petitions:
i. Special Use at Arlington Office Park.
ii. Amendment to Special Use for Church on West Frontage to add a gym.
iii. The Marathon station at Kirchoff and Hicks was sold. New owners want to make major
modifications.
Commissioner Chubirka asked for an update on the Holidome. Ms. Kwandras responded that the potential
developer has changed the concept again so they are going back to the drawing board. No other specific
updates. Regarding Aloft, it is moving along slowly. They were looking to open in August, 2022 but it now
looks more likely for October-December, 2022.
Commissioner Chubirka inquired about the Taco Bell and if anything has changed since the owner was
located. Ms. Kwandras responded that there is nothing yet to her knowledge.
Commissioner Gercken asked about the potential senior living facility. Ms. Kwandras responded that the
Holiday Inn campus as a whole came through for sign variations as well as for Special Use for the senior living
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facility. It was approved but never built. Due to a change in market dynamics it no longer made sense. Staff
was approached by Sam Patel, the owner of the development regarding modifying it to a multi-family housing
building. This went through the committee then the market changed again and they wanted to go to low
income housing. Staff wasn’t ready to support that so we will continue to work with them and see what
develops.
Chairman Duvall questioned about the status of the fire house food hall and if it was progressing.
Ms. Charlton responded that it is progressing and that there are a number of issues that have been presented
to them for consideration. There are issues regarding the roadway that comes from Meadow Drive and
connects Meadow Drive with the multifamily housing to the west; it is actually on private property and is part
of the fire station property and part of the adjoining property to the west. Based on the approvals that were
granted when that multifamily housing was done, there are easements and declarations that apply between
the city and owners of the surrounding properties some of whom are no longer owners. Through
conversations with our attorneys, it will be necessary to correct that title work before we dispose of the
property or make it available. Chairman Duvall clarified that the roadway is Town Square Drive and that it is
partly privately held. Ms. Charleton confirmed that it is all privately held.
Chairman Duvall requested motion to adjourn. Commissioner L. Morrison made motion, seconded by
Commissioner Buckingham.
Declare the meeting adjourned at 7:19PM.
Next meeting will be August 3, 2022 at 7:00PM.

Cindy Browder
Administrative/Clerk
Community Development Division
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION SUMMARY

MEETING DATE:

August 3, 2022

SUBJECT: Public Hearing and Consideration of a special use pursuant to
Section 122-331 of the City of Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances to allow
a Special Use for a pet day care and other relief necessary to accommodate
the use at 2639 Kirchoff Road
PUBLIC HEARING:

[ x ] Yes

[ ] No

LOCATION AND EXISTING ZONING:
The subject property is located at 2639 Kirchoff Road. It is part of a shopping center
with 7 other tenants, including Rosati’s Pizza, Lulu’s Café, Zee Vapor & Tobacco,
Senor Tacos, Pio’s Hair Studio, Nails Design, and UK Dance. The property is
zoned C-2. The property to the west of the driveway leading into Meadow Square
is also zoned C-2. These two vacant lots were created as part of the Meadow
Square townhome development. To the east is Meadows Christian Fellowship
religious institution, and to the north are single family residential homes, all of
which are zoned R-2.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND REQUEST:
The subject property consists of 54,584 square feet or 1.25 acres, and contains an
approximately 14,825 square foot building. Building coverage on the lot is
approximately 27 percent. The majority of the rest of the lot is impervious as paved
parking lot. This building has two access points directly onto Kirchoff Road.
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The petitioner is Meadows Dog House who intends to occupy the former Jagged
Edge Dance Studio, consisting of 2,400 square feet. As indicated in the map on
the previous page,the unit is roughly in the middle of the building.
According to the plat of survey, the building has a 15 foot side yard setback on the
east, a 14 foot side yard setback to the west, an approximately 29 foot rear yard
setback to the south, and a 122.5 foot front yard setback to the north. These
setbacks all comply with current zoning regulations, except the side yard setback
to the west, which is one foot (1’) short of the required 15 foot requirement, and
the rear yard setback to the south, which is one foot (1’) short of the required 30
foot setback. The required parking setback from the front lot line is 15 feet, and
there is no setback of the parking area at this location.
Meadows Dog House proposes to operate a day care for dogs, with accessory
grooming and training services, and some limited retail offered to their clients. This
business was previously located in Arlington Heights, and is looking to relocate to
this unit.
The Zoning Code allows for pet day cares and pet stores as special uses in the C2 Commercial District. This allows staff, the Commission, and City Council to
consider the impact such a use might have on the site they are located on, as well
measure and mitigate any potential negative impacts on the immediate neighbors.
The proposed business will primarily consist of pet day care and grooming
services. The retail portion will include small dog related items, such as treats and
training aids. It is expected to be about 5% of the business’s annual revenue.
Early discussions with the applicant
focused on the lack of green space on the
site to accommodate any outdoor activity or
relief area for dogs being cared for. Even if
there was space, the close proximity of the
site and the proposed use to residentially
zoned properties on three (3) sides is a
concern. For these reasons, the petitioner
proposes to operate this facility entirely
indoors. All day care functions (including
the handling of pet waste), training and
grooming would be limited to indoors only.
As part of the proposed remodel, the
petitioner will install artificial grass areas for
the dogs to utilize to relieve themselves.
Liquid waste will filter through the artificial
grass to pipes plumbed directly into an
underground waste drain. Solid waste will
be hand collected by staff in biodegradable
bags and put into a trashcan, also lined with
a biodegradable bag. This bag will be
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thrown into an on-site outdoor dumpster, which the petitioner proposes will be
serviced weekly. The petitioner indicates that no smell permeates from the
biodegradable bags, and that neighboring businesses and residents will not be
impacted by odors.
In addition to the cosmetic modifications, the HVAC system of the unit will be
upgraded. The existing rooftop units will remain, but an exhaust/air intake system
will be added. There will also be an air purification system added to the site. The
system will include an air scrubber equipped with a HEPA filter for dander and
allergens, and a UV system to remove microbes and viruses.
In an effort to be considerate of neighboring businesses on either side of the unit,
the petitioner is also proposing to install sound absorbing paneling. Currently, not
much sound migrates between units, but it is possible that the sounds of the
animals will be more than current sound mitigation can handle.
There will be one office installed as part of the buildout. It is proposed to be 100
square feet.
As shown on the proposed interior layout on the previous page, the space is
generally divided up between the lobby and office in the front, storage in the far
back along with the bathrooms and staff break room, and two dog rooms in the
middle. The rear storage will be walled off from the dog rooms as part of the
buildout. The two dog rooms, small and large, will be separated off from each other
using movable fencing to cater to the types of dogs present on a given day.
Proposed business hours cater to their client’s working hours. Customers drop off
their pet before they need to be at work, with evening pick up after work. Hours
run from 6:30 am to 6:30 pm Monday through Friday, 8:00 am to 3:00 pm on
Saturday, and 9:00 am to 4:00 pm on Saturday. The heaviest traffic impacts are
expected to be in the early and late hours Monday through Friday. As a condition
of approval, if granted, the petitioner will need to incorporate the proposed training
schedule so that traffic impacts can be more clearly identified in a traffic study they
will be required to provide. It is expected that this traffic study will provide the
information necessary to justify a parking agreement, as authorized by the Zoning
Ordinance.
Per the zoning code requirements, the proposed use is classified as a combination
of Pet Store and Pet Daycare. To be conservative, staff calculated parking
requirements at a total of 4 per 1,000 square feet. The calculation provided that 10
spaces are required for this use. The approximate calculations for other users in
the center are shown on the next page. The property provides 56 existing parking
spaces pursuant to staff’s count, which is 23 parking spaces less than required.
Actual parking demand for this shopping center is generally in the middle of the
day, whereas the proposed use will attract most of its customers at the beginning
and end of the day. So, while the hours of operation for the proposed use are
similar to other businesses in the center, it is not likely there will be parking conflicts
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or competition for parking at
the same time. As mentioned
in the previous paragraph, if
the special use is approved,
staff is recommending a
condition that requires the
petition to secure a shared
parking agreement with the
City as authorized by the
Zoning Ordinance.
These
agreements can be approved
administratively when the
uses in the center have
customer parking patterns
that do not overlap.

Business
Square Footage
Rosati’s
1,089
Lulu’s
1,800
(Proposed
Day 2,400
Care)
Zee
900
Senor Tacos
1,100
Pio’s
2,518
Nails Design
2,518
UK Dance
2,500
TOTAL
14,285

Employee No.
3
12
3

Required Parking
11
18
10

1
3
2
4
2
30

4
11
10
10
10
84

Available Parking=56 spaces.
The existing parking lot does encroach on an existing 10 foot easement on the
west property line, as well as a 20 foot easement along the southern property lines.
There are no drainage concerns at this location that would cause the need for
modification of the existing lot. Additional detention has also been installed to the
west in front of the Meadow Square development which should help ease any
additional drainage concerns. Existing parking spaces are 9 feet by 18 feet, which
is shorter than the code currently requires (9 feet by 20 feet). Drive aisles are
currently approximately 30 feet wide on the north side and 26 feet wide on the
south, which meet code requirements. As no exterior modifications are being
proposed at this time, staff does not recommend requiring the spaces to be brought
to code. This will occur the next time exterior modifications are made as part of the
permitting process.
There are multiple dumpsters currently on site for the various tenants in the
shopping center. This petitioner is proposing to have their dumpster serviced once
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per week. Staff is recommending a condition that the dumpster will be serviced
more often upon receipt of complaints of odor.
As part of the notification process, notices were sent out to all properties within
250 feet of the property line, and a sign was placed on location. As a result of the
notification procedures, staff received an e-mail from a concerned resident,
attached as Exhibit 2. The resident indicates that the previous location in Arlington
Heights was left a mess by this petitioner, and is concerned that this property may
suffer the same fate. Sanitation of the business for the animals was also listed as
a concern by this resident.
If this business should be approved and either close or transfer the license, there
is no guarantee that the next tenant would be the same type of business, or, if it
was, that the next tenant would meet the same guidelines and qualifications.
Therefore, staff is recommending a condition that the special use will become void
if the business is closed or the license transferred.
STANDARDS AND FINDINGS OF FACT:
The Rolling Meadows Zoning Code authorizes special uses when the Planning
and Zoning Commission holds a public hearing and makes a recommendation,
and after the City Council approves an ordinance, which includes evidence that
the proposed special use makes “findings of fact” on each of the standards listed
in the Zoning Ordinance. The standards and findings of fact for special uses are
discussed in more detail below.
Special Use Standards
All special uses are required to show evidence that the standards listed in the Code
are met. Each standard is listed below in bold, with the finding for that standards
listed in italics.
Standard 1: Potential impact: The special use shall not unduly impact
adjacent or nearby properties or the general health, safety, and welfare of
the general area and overall community. Impacts to be considered include
ingress and egress to the site, potential traffic impacts from cars and
trucks, and impacts to the appearance and character of the area.
Findings:
Pet day cares always have some concerns attached to them, especially regarding
odors, waste, and noise. The petitioner has provided information that their
buildout will address these concerns the best they can. Liquid waste will be
handled by a plumbing system in the floor, solid waste by bagging multiple times,
the HVAC system will be upgraded, and noise reduction walls will be installed.
Refuse will be serviced not less than once weekly, and more often if necessary
given a condition of approval requiring additional refuse service when notified by
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the City. Traffic impact is expected to be minimal, and a parking study will be
provided, along with a parking agreement to confirm that shared parking is
appropriate.
Standard 2: Consistency: The proposed special use shall be in keeping
with the recommendations and intent of the City's Comprehensive Plan,
Official Map, and all other plans and policies adopted by the city.
Findings:
Pet day cares and pet stores are permitted special uses in the City’s Zoning
Code. The zoning is not proposed to be changed, keeping the property aligned
with the intent of the Comprehensive Plan for the area. The use will provide a
meaningful service to neighboring residents, but conditions mitigating negative
impacts are important and have been incorporated as requirements for this use
at this site.
Standard 3: Trend of development: Special uses should be a logical
extension of the trend of development in the area around the subject site
and not interfere with the use and development of adjacent or nearby
properties.
Findings:
Provided that all required conditions are adhered to, the impact on surrounding
businesses and residences should be minimal. The shopping center is
commercial in nature, and pet day cares/stores are allowable special uses.
Standard 4: Public facilities: Adequate public facilities and services shall
be available to serve the special use and the property on which it is located;
including, without limitation, storm water, sanitary sewer, water service,
public safety service, and waste disposal services.
Findings:
Existing utilities are sufficient to accommodate this use. Though the parking lot
encroaches on existing utility easements, there is no expected conflict.
Standard 5: Site design: The on-site development design shall be
understandable to users, safe, and maintainable in terms of road and
pedestrian patterns, preserve natural features and incorporate such
features into a maintainable development, and provide adequate parking,
loading, and site maintenance.
Findings:
No modifications to the site are being proposed.
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STAFF SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Pet day cares are permitted special uses in the C-2 district. No exterior
modifications are being proposed. Interior modifications are being proposed to
mitigate impacts on neighbors from noise and odor. Parking impact should be
minimal, as heavy use of this business is outside of normal business hours for
other businesses in the shopping center.
Staff has received communication from a resident, indicating concern about the
business and its practices. If all the conditions of approval are adhered to, it is
possible for this use to be successful in this location. If complaints are received,
City inspectors will investigate and work towards compliance with the business
owner.
Three sample motions are provided below as guidance to the Planning and Zoning
Commission.
1. Recommendation to approve
Based on the submitted petition and testimony presented, I make a motion that
the Rolling Meadows Planning and Zoning Commission adopt the findings for
a special use for the 2,400 square foot space located at 2639 Kirchoff Road,
as listed in the staff report prepared for the August 3, 2022 Planning and Zoning
Commission meeting, and recommend to City Council approval of a special
use to allow a pet day care, and other relief necessary for Meadows Dog
House, subject to the following conditions:
1. Except for times when pets are being dropped off or picked up, animals and
all business functions shall remain inside the building at all times.
2. This approval shall be null and void if permits for the interior modifications
described in the staff report prepared for the August 3, 2022 Planning and
Zoning Commission meeting are not applied for within two (2) months of
City Council approval, and work completed within one year.
3. This approval is for zoning only. No part of this approval shall be interpreted
to waive requirements of the building code, or the need for building permits
or a business license.
4. The interior will be modified as the petitioner has indicated in the submittal,
including, but not limited to, HVAC modifications, plumbing in the floor to
handle liquid waste, and noise controlling paneling.
5. The petitioner shall execute a parking agreement for the shopping center
prior to occupancy, which shall require the petitioner to complete a parking
study to identify the estimated high-traffic times for this business, and
incorporate proposed dog training schedules.
6. The unit dumpster shall be serviced not less than one time per seven day
week, unless notified by the City that more frequent servicing is required
pursuant to the receipt of odor related complaints.
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7. The property shall be maintained in accordance with the adopted property
maintenance codes of the City Code of Ordinances. Failure to maintain the
interior of the property can result in revocation of the special use approval.
8. This special use approval shall become null and void on the transfer or sale
of the business license and/or the property, or when the use is not active
for six (6) consecutive months.
2. Recommendation to approve with modifications
Use the framework above, but modify, add, or delete conditions.
3. Recommendation to deny
Vote no on either motion above. Should the Commission decide to not
recommend approval of this petition, staff requests an additional motion
recommending to City Council that if they should choose to approve this
petition, the conditions herein provided remain part of that approval.
Respectfully Submitted,
_____________________________
Elizabeth Kwandras
Interim Superintendent of Community Development
Attachments:
Exhibit 1: Petitioner’s Application and Materials Submitted
Exhibit 2: E-mail Communication from Resident
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Exhibit 1

Summary for Meadows Dog HouseTo open up a dog daycare, grooming, retail and training facility at 2639 Kirchhoff road (2400 sq
ft). We feel there is a high demand for these services in rolling meadows and a business tgat
should benefit greatly from previous clientele from ADH as well as the existing Rolling
meadows community.
Hours of operation - Monday - Friday 630am to 630pm. Saturday 800am to 300 pm. Sunday
900am to 400pm
Employees -MDH will employee 6-10 people. 3 full time, 3-7 part time. There will be no more
than 3 employees on site at any shift.
Services - MDH will provide daycare, grooming, retail and training services for dogs.
The daycare rooms will be split between big (active), medium and small/senior pets to ensure
safety and play style within the groups. The facility will be able to handle about 50 dogs a day.
FacilityWaste removal- per industry standard, we will collect and solid waste from the facility in
biodegradable bags and transfer them to a trash can within the facility which will be lined with a
biodegradable trash bag. At the end of every day, the bag from tgat container with be removed
from the facility and put into a 1 yard, locked trash receptacle, which in turn will be picked up
weekly from the disposal company under contract. These bag have been used in our previous
facility and do not emit smells in any temperature.
The floors are planned to be resin epoxy in the daycare rooms, which also are industy standard.
Easy to clean and safe for dog play.
Hvac - we will utilize the existing heating and ac units. There will also be an exhaust/ intake air
equipment to be installed that will have a minimum of 4 air turns per hour.
Air Sanitation systems- there will be 2 air purification systems. One equipment with a HEPA air
scrubber filter and another uv system to remove any airborne microbes/ viruses.
Inside potty zones- there will be potty zones that are installed with artificial grass and plumbed
into the existing drain tiles.
Sound absorbing paneling, tikes - although the building does not emit much sound from space to
neighboring retail space, these panels will be installed to make sure that there are no sound
transfer.
Retail is going to be in the lobby. It will mostly be dog treats, training aids, poop bags, etc. we
have reduced the estimated percentage to about 5% of revenue (15k).
The office will be small, about 100 sq ft. The hallway will be whatever code is, 36-40 inches.

In the small dog room, there will be a movable fence which separates small group from medium
group. We just call it small dogs because it’s easier to identify, but it will house both groups.
We are looking to minimize the buildout to open. The main build out items/costs are ventilation,
bathroom conversion to dog wash area, flooring and minor carpentry (wall build out, doors, etc)

Exhibit 2
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Manola
Kwandras, Elizabeth
Meadows dog house
Thursday, June 30, 2022 4:37:57 PM

WARNING: External Email: Exercise Caution
To whom it may concern:
As a concerned dog owner of Rolling Meadows, I want to make sure the board is aware of the business
practices of Mark Leers before our community’s tax dollars are spent supporting Meadows Dog House. My
family completed the renovation on the property where Mark Leers’s previous business was housed, and
the condition of the property was absolutely disgusting. I would be happy to share pictures, but the stench
is one that will not be forgotten for a long time. The pets of Rolling Meadows should not be subjected to
the conditions that were present at Mark Leers’s previous location. If the board insists on allowing Mark
Leers to open a business in Rolling Meadows, the city will need to place strict dog limits as well as
supervision requirements and complete frequent inspections to ensure Mark is following the rules set for
him. Illinois law requires a kennel to either have someone present 24 hours per day or have a fire system in
place.
Sincerely,
Jackie Manola

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:

August 3, 2022

SUBJECT: Public Hearing and Consideration of a special use pursuant to
Section 122-331 of the City of Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances to allow
a Special Use for outdoor storage and other relief necessary to
accommodate outdoor storage at 1675 Hicks Road
PUBLIC HEARING:

[ x ] Yes

[ ] No

LOCATION AND EXISTING ZONING:
The subject property is located at 1675 Hicks Road, which is north of Euclid
Avenue and between Lincoln Avenue to the south and Winnetka Avenue to the
north. The property is zoned M-1, and is surrounded by M-1 to the south, east and
north (with C-3 just a bit farther north) and R-2 to the west.

The two larger residential properties to the west are 1600 and 1620 Vermont
Street, both of which are currently vacant single-family homes being marketed for
redevelopment. See image below.
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The sign on this property indicates the two lots/homes are being sold together, and
consist of 2.3 acres capable of accommodating up to 7 lots. The City has not
received any recent inquiries on these properties.
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND REQUEST:
The subject property consists of 35,345 square feet or 0.81 acres, and contains an
approximately 8,400 square foot building. Building coverage on the lot is at
approximately 24 percent. The majority of the rest of the lot is impervious as paved
parking lot. This building shares access from Hicks with 1545 Hicks, which is the
building directly to the north.
According to the plat of survey, the building has a 15 foot side yard setback on the
south, a 38 foot setback to the north, an 81 foot rear yard setback to the west, and
a 78 foot front yard setback to the east. These setbacks all comply with current
zoning regulations, except the front yard
setback, which is required to be 90 feet. The
required parking setback is 15 feet, and there
is an actual parking setback of 30 feet in this
instance.
The petitioner is Sunset Pools and Spas.
They are a company that builds, renovates,
and maintains swimming pools in the
Midwest. The business has been in
operation in Rolling Meadows since 2019.
They are the sole occupant of the building.
The request from the petitioner is for outdoor
storage. Due to supply chain issues that
many companies are experiencing, the
company has had to order their materials in
bulk when they are available, to ensure
continuing operations. Ordinarily, they would purchase what they need when they
need it. Due to the necessary over-purchasing of materials, they have run out of
indoor space for storage. As such, they are requesting outdoor storage for various
materials they need, including PVC pipes, pavers, conduit, rebar, spacing, and gas
piping.
In addition to material storage, they have company vehicles that they are proposing
to store onsite as well. The number of vehicles stored varies based on the season,
but is expected to reach no more than 18 vehicles.
All materials and vehicles would be stored in the rear (west side) of the building.
As shown in the image on the next page, the vehicles are proposed to be stored
in the rear of the building. The material storage area, shown in green on the image,
is proposed to be broken up into two sections of 16.5 feet by 34 and 35 feet. The
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break in the middle is for
access into the building. Per
the submittal, the storage will
be in racks, requesting that the
storage be allowed to be no
higher than 8-10 feet. All
storage will be required to be
kept neatly. The petitioner has
stated in their materials that
the proposed outdoor storage
will not interfere with the
overhead door and loading in
the northwest corner of the
building.
Staff
is
recommending a condition
that outdoor storage racks be
limited to a maximum of 8 feet
in height.
The petitioner has recently
constructed a 6 foot wooden
fence along the west and
south lot lines to screen the
storage. An image of the new
fence is shown in the photo below. The fence, along with the limitation on storage
height recommended by staff,
will allow for appropriate
screening
for
neighboring
properties,
including
the
residentially zoned properties
to the west.
Required parking for this use
can
incorporate
both
warehousing (which requires a
lower number of 2 parking
spaces per 1,000 square feet)
and office (which requires a
higher 4 parking spaces per
square
feet).
To
be
conservative, staff calculated
parking requirements using the higher office parking requirement for all square
footage for a total parking requirement of 33 spaces required on site. There are 32
existing parking spaces on the site, which just barely misses the conservatively
calculated parking requirements. The space would need to have a minimum of 500
square feet of warehousing space to comply. While staff cannot provide an exact
breakdown, an interior layout plan submitted in 2019 indicates that the use more
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than meets this threshold. There are two handicapped spaces that are currently
located in the rear of the building on the west side. Per the zoning code, two are
required. As the public enters through the front of the building on the east side
facing Hicks Road, the petitioner will restripe one of the spaces in the front, and
convert the extra space in back to regular parking. The petitioner has varying
numbers of employees, depending on the season. Many vehicles are taken home
by the employees, meaning fewer additional vehicles come to the site at any one
time. Furthermore, only a few customers visit the site at any time, leaving ample
parking for patrons at the front (east side) of the building.
The existing parking lot does encroach on an existing 10 foot public utility and
drainage easement, both on the west and south property lines. According to City
Underground Utilities personnel, there are no drainage concerns at this location
that would cause the need for modification of the existing non-conforming lot.
Existing parking space dimensions are also non-conforming at 9 feet by 18 feet,
which is shorter than the code currently requires (9 feet by 20 feet). Drive aisles
are currently 24 feet wide, which meets code requirements. The petitioner will be
required to restripe their lot due to the movement of one accessible parking space
to the front. Staff recommends allowing the parking spaces to remain at 18 feet
deep to minimize the need for additional variations.
In order to minimize the visual impact on surrounding neighbors, it is
recommended that the outdoor storage, including that of the vehicles being kept
on site, be consolidated as much as possible. Staff recommends a condition
limiting vehicle storage to the west of the western building line, and the material
storage to south of the northern building line only, to minimize visual impact as
much as possible.
There are two dumpsters currently on site,
one for refuse and one for recycling, though
on a recent visit, staff only noted one, as seen
in the photo to the left. The petitioner is
proposing to consolidate into one larger
dumpster at the northwest corner of their
property. Currently, there is no dumpster
enclosure. Staff recommends a condition of
approval requiring the installation of a
masonry dumpster enclosure with closable
doors on the front (east side). Staff also
recommends a condition requiring a “service schedule that ensures refuse and
recycling materials is limited only to the enclosure area” instead of their current
proposal “when necessary”.
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This property has previously been cited by City
code enforcement officers for property maintenance
violations, mostly having to do with outdoor storage,
as shown in the photo to the right. Residents to the
northwest have also lodged complaints with
Community Development regarding the condition of
the property, specifically regarding the visual state
of the property. With the granting of this special use,
it is staff’s expectation that outdoor storage will be
limited to the area shown – which is a total of 16.5
feet by 67 feet, broken up into two sections of 33
and 34 feet, and for the materials explicitly listed,
which include a maximum of 18 vehicles, PVC pipe,
coping, pavers along with needed rebar and spacers, electrical conduit, and gas
piping. Failure to maintain the property to City code standards, or outdoor storage
of materials not explicitly permitted by the special use may result in the revocation
of the special use approval. Compliance with this condition will require the
immediate removal of all other items not listed as permitted, including the trailers,
the forklift, and fuel tanks from the site.
Outdoor storage is an activity that varies from business to business. As such, it is
staff’s recommendation that any approval of outdoor storage end with the transfer
of the business license and/or property.
STANDARDS AND FINDINGS OF FACT:
The Rolling Meadows Zoning Code authorizes variations and special uses when
the Planning and Zoning Commission holds a public hearing and makes a
recommendation, and after the City Council approves an ordinance, which
includes evidence that the proposed special use makes “findings of fact” on each
of the standards listed in the Zoning Ordinance. The standards and findings of fact
for special uses are discussed in more detail below.
Special Use Standards
All special uses are required to show evidence that the standards listed in the Code
are met. Each standard is listed below in bold, with the finding for that standards
listed in italics.
Standard 1: Potential impact: The special use shall not unduly impact
adjacent or nearby properties or the general health, safety, and welfare of
the general area and overall community. Impacts to be considered include
ingress and egress to the site, potential traffic impacts from cars and
trucks, and impacts to the appearance and character of the area.
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Findings:
The petitioner has already placed fencing in preparation for the special use
approval, with all required permits and inspections. As such, the visual impacts
on neighbors will be minimal. Based on the submittal, traffic impacts will not be
increased beyond what they currently are, and staff is unaware of any complaints
about the area beyond those already noted about the visual condition of the
property.
Standard 2: Consistency: The proposed special use shall be in keeping
with the recommendations and intent of the City's Comprehensive Plan,
Official Map, and all other plans and policies adopted by the city.
Findings:
Outdoor storage is permitted by special use in the M areas. Allowing the special
use is in keeping with the area, especially with the improved screening. As long
as the property is appropriately maintained to the areas designated and for only
those materials allowed, the use should be consistent with surrounding
businesses.
Standard 3: Trend of development: Special uses should be a logical
extension of the trend of development in the area around the subject site
and not interfere with the use and development of adjacent or nearby
properties.
Findings:
There are some on-site improvements that will reduce impact on neighboring
businesses, as well as potential customers. Specifically, the petitioner has
installed a fence, and will be restriping the existing lot to accommodate
accessible parking in the eastern lot, which is the customer-facing side.
Standard 4: Public facilities: Adequate public facilities and services shall
be available to serve the special use and the property on which it is located;
including, without limitation, storm water, sanitary sewer, water service,
public safety service, and waste disposal services.
Findings:
Existing utilities are sufficient to accommodate this use. Utility staff reports no
challenges in this area.
Standard 5: Site design: The on-site development design shall be
understandable to users, safe, and maintainable in terms of road and
pedestrian patterns, preserve natural features and incorporate such
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features into a maintainable development, and provide adequate parking,
loading, and site maintenance.
Findings:
The majority of the use of the site will not change. Employees will still flow on and
off site, and no major changes to asphalt coverage or existing landscaping are
currently proposed. The design will provide maximum screening from
surrounding uses, and the parking available on site is adequate for the use,
nearly meeting conservatively calculated parking requirements.
STAFF SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Outdoor storage is a permitted special use in the M districts. This property has
been laid out such that the outdoor storage, if managed as authorized by the
special use, should provide little to no impact to the existing operations, or to the
surrounding uses. Conditions of approval will ensure that the entire site is
maintained and that it remains attractive and usable.
Three sample motions are provided below as guidance to the Planning and Zoning
Commission.
1. Recommendation to approve
Based on the submitted petition and testimony presented, I make a motion that
the Rolling Meadows Planning and Zoning Commission adopt the findings for
a special use listed in the staff report prepared for the August 3, 2022 Planning
and Zoning Commission meeting, and recommend to City Council approval of
a special use to allow outdoor storage for Sunset Pools and Spas, subject to
the following conditions:
1. Outside storage is allowed only in the 16.5 foot by 34 foot, and 16.5 foot by
33 foot “Outdoor Storage Area” shown in Exhibit 1, south of the northern
building line, and shall only include the following materials: PVC pipe,
coping, pavers along with needed rebar and spacers, electrical conduit, and
gas piping. In addition, a maximum of 18 vehicles may be stored on site in
the western lot, west of the west building line only. The storage or use of
any items not specifically listed in the outdoor storage area is a violation of
the special use, and must be immediately removed.
2. Occupancy will not be authorized and the special use shall be null and void
if permits for the dumpster enclosure and restriping of the lot are not applied
for within two (2) months of City Council approval, and work completed
within one year.
3. This approval is for zoning only. No part of this approval shall be interpreted
to waive requirements of the building code, or the need for building permits.
4. The parking lot shall be restriped according to the site plan included as part
of the submittal, and subject to building permit approval. The parking spaces
are allowed to retain the current dimensions of 9 feet by 18 feet.
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5. The dumpster shall be enclosed in a masonry enclosure with a closable
door. A permit shall be obtained for this work.
6. The special use shall become null and void upon documented evidence by
the City that material storage is placed outside the approved Outdoor
Storage Area (as defined) or if refuse or recycling materials exceed the
enclosed masonry dumpster enclosure area.
7. Materials stored in the approved Outdoor Storage Area may not exceed
eight (8) feet in height.
8. No storage of any equipment or materials, with the exception of licensed
company vehicles, shall be permitted in the west lot.
9. The property shall be maintained in accordance with the adopted property
maintenance codes of the City Code of Ordinances. Failure to maintain the
exterior of the property can result in revocation of the special use approval.
10. This special use approval shall become null and void on the transfer or sale
of the business license and/or the property, or when the outdoor storage is
not utilized for six (6) consecutive months.
1. Recommendation to approve with modifications
Use the framework above, but modify, add, or delete conditions.
2. Recommendation to deny
Vote no on either motion above. Should the Commission decide to not
recommend approval of this petition, staff requests an additional motion
recommending to City Council that if they should choose to approve this
petition, the conditions herein provided remain part of that approval.
Respectfully Submitted,
_____________________________
Elizabeth Kwandras
Interim Superintendent of Community Development
Attachments:
Exhibit 1: Petitioner’s Application and Materials Submitted
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